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Synthesis and Structural Characterization of Hexacoordinate Silicon,
Germanium, and Titanium Complexes of the E. coli Siderophore
Enterobactin
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Abstract: The E. coli siderophore enterobactin, one of the strongest FeIII chelators
known to date, is also capable of binding SiIV under physiological conditions. We
report on the synthesis and structural characterization of the tris(catecholate) SiIV–
enterobactin complex and its GeIV and TiIV analogues. Comparative structural analysis, supported by quantum-chemical calculations, reveals the correlation between
the ionic radius and the structural changes in enterobactin upon complexation.
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Introduction
Iron is the fourth most abundant element on Earth, but it is
not readily bio-available due to
the low solubility of FeIII salts
at neutral and basic pH. In response, bacteria evolved iron
extraction strategies using siderophores, which are low-molecular weight chelating agents
that exhibit high FeIII-binding Scheme 1. Structure formulae of enterobactin 1 (Ent) and its Si, Ge, and Ti complexes 2 a, 2 b, and 2 c.
affinities.[1] For example, enteric
bacteria such as E. coli and Salmonellae produce the hexadentate enterobactin (Ent, 1),
the FeIII–Ent complex has not been determined successfully
which is considered to be the strongest ferric chelator with
to date. The only crystal structure of a metal–enterobactin
an estimated Kd as low as 10 49 m (Scheme 1).[2] Its triseryl
complex available is the VIV–Ent complex, which is commacrolactone backbone bears three 2,3-dihydroxybenzoyl
monly used as a model for the structure of FeIII–Ent.[3] Al(Dhb) residues that become catecholate ligands after deprothough the main biological function of enterobactin is to eftonation to form an octahedral hexacoordinate high-spin
fectively transport FeIII, it was found to bind many other
III
[2]
Fe complex. Despite significant efforts, the structure of
metal ions with varying affinities.[4] Recently, we found that
Ent binds silicon to form the hexacoordinate complex SiIV–
Ent (2 a) at physiological pH,[5] representing the first example of a natural product bound to silicon under physiological
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tanium (2 c) complexes of enterobactin. By comparing the M–
Ent interactions, taking into account the rigidity of the triseryl
macrolactone ring[3] and alternating the metal, we derived
trends for the binding properties. To obtain a more detailed
understanding, we carried out a
series of quantum-chemical
model calculations, which allowed for correlating the effective ionic radius[10] of the metal,
structural changes in the corresponding M–Ent complex, and
the computed binding energies.
SiIV is the smallest cation
known to bind to enterobactin.
The metal unspecific binding
behavior of Ent is interesting
and offers a unique opportunity
for studying the chemical behavior of Ent in detail. Silicon
lacks unpaired valence electrons and low-energy, electronically excited states that continue to make mechanistic work
on Fe-binding difficult. Thus,
Scheme 2. a) Synthesis of compound 1 and of the potassium salts of 2 a–c: i) DIC, HOBt, Et3N, CH2Cl2, RT, ii)
we anticipate that silicon bind- H2, Pd/C, EtOAc, EtOH, iii) SiACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, KOH, MeOH, RT, iv) GeACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, KOH, MeOH, RT, v) TiACHTUNGRE(OiPr)4,
ing will provide a convenient KOH, MeOH, RT. b) Synthesis of 15N-labeled enterobactin 11: vi) MeOH, SOCl2, RT; vii) TrtCl, Et3N, DCM,
platform for studying how Ent RT, viii) stannoxane, m-xylene, reflux, ix) 1.5 m HCl/EtOH, reflux. DIC = N,N’-diisopropylcarbodiimide,
binds highly charged metal ions. HOBt = 1-hyroxybenzotriazole.
Given the radically different
electronic features between silicon and iron, we suspect that the silicon binding may be noTreatment of enterobactin with SiACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, GeACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, and
tably different from iron binding. A promising way of underTiACHTUNGRE(OiPr)4 in the presence of a stoichiometric amount of
standing these differences is our combined experimental and
KOH provided the potassium salts of 2 a–c in quantitative
computational approach. TiIV–Ent is an important member
yields. This synthetic protocol enabled the preparation of
the Si, Ge, and Ti complexes by a simple purification procein our systematic study, as the TiIV d0 center lacks unpaired
dure. High-resolution ESI-MS, as well as 1H and 13C NMR
valence electrons, as does silicon, but it can access d-orbitals
III
IV
that will be important in Fe –Ent. In addition, Ti –Ent
spectra of 2 a–c (see Supporting Information) reveal comparable sets of signals and are in support of the corresponding
should in principle be a better model for FeIII–Ent than VIV–
structures of 2 a, 2 b, and 2 c (Scheme 2). The NMR spectra
Ent that was studied previously, as the ionic radius of TiIV is
confirmed the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding
a closer to that of iron.[10]
between the amide protons and the ortho catecholate
oxygen atoms in the complexes (Figure 1).
To study the reactions of enterobactin with Si, Ge, and Ti,
Results and Discussion
time-dependent NMR studies were performed. As we
showed previously, Ent reacts with SiACHTUNGRE(OMe)4 even without
Enterobactin 1 was synthesized from acid 3[11] in two steps
(Scheme 2). The macrocyclic lactone salt 4 was prepared acaddition of base to afford the protonated form H2ACHTUNGRE[2 a].[5] To
[12a]
cording to previously published protocols.
Coupling of 4
compare the rate of formation of 2 a–c, three NMR experito benzyl-protected acid 3 by means of DIC/HOBt provided
ments were performed (see the Supporting Information).
the fully protected enterobactin 5 in 90 % yield. These couSolutions of 1 in [D6]DMSO were treated with SiACHTUNGRE(OMe)4,
pling conditions resulted in higher yields compared to previGeACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, and TiACHTUNGRE(OiPr)4, respectively. The formation of
ously described procedures employing acid chlorides, in
the GeIV–Ent and TiIV–Ent complexes was completed within
[12]
which the maximal reported yield was 79 %. Compound 5
1 h, whereas SiIV–Ent was formed within 24 h.
[12]
was transformed into Ent 1 by hydrogenolysis.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the 1H NMR spectra (400.1 MHz) of enterobactin and the potassium salts of 2 a (SiIV–Ent), 2 b (GeIV–Ent), and
2 c (TiIV–Ent) in [D6]DMSO.

Complexes 2 a–c were crystallized from DMF/Et2O yielding K2ACHTUNGRE[Si–Ent]·4 DMF·Et2O·H2O, K2ACHTUNGRE[Ge–Ent]·6 DMF·H2O,
and K2ACHTUNGRE[Ti–Ent]·3 DMF, respectively (see the Supporting Information).[13] Complexes 2 a and 2 b crystallized in the
space group P212121, whereas 2 c crystallized in space group
P21. The high-resolution structures (Figure 2) reveal that the
metal ions are coordinated to the catechol moieties. All
three complex anions (2 a–c) display twisted octahedral geometry, approximate C3 point symmetry, and D configuration of the metal centers, which is in good agreement with
the previously characterized VIV–Ent complex.[3] Our quantum-chemical simulations reliably reproduce all crystal
structures (Figure 2 d).
As seen from the single-crystal structures of SiIV–Ent,
GeIV–Ent, and TiIV–Ent, the chirality of the l-serines uniformly induces complexes with D configuration at the metal
centers. This is consistent with the D absolute configuration
of the FeIII–, CrIII–, and RhIII–Ent complexes, which was confirmed by CD spectroscopy.[14] It was previously demonstrated that the D configuration of FeIII–Ent is crucial for the biological activity of the siderophore.[15] Our findings support
the notion that the stereochemistry is primarily determined
by the chirality of the l-serine base. Comparison of the SiIV–
, GeIV–, and TiIV–Ent complexes with the X-ray structure of
the VIV–Ent complex[3] can provide insights into important
molecular features relevant for FeIII chelation by enterobactin. Among all four metals, SiIV (0.40 ) has the smallest
ionic radius compared to GeIV (0.53 ), VIV (0.58 ), and
TiIV (0.61 ).[10]
The crystallographic data reveals that the main differences in the structures are in the M–O distances (Table 1) and
the dihedral angle C8-N1-C7-O3 (Table 2). SiIV–Ent has the
shortest and TiIV–Ent the longest M O bonds, which is consistent with the differences in the ionic radii. The distance
between the metal and the ortho catechol oxygen (M–O1) is
generally longer than the distance between the metal and
the meta catechol oxygen (M–O2). The bite angle (O1-M-
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Figure 2. Side (left) and bottom (right) views of the molecular structures
in the crystals of a) SiIV–Ent 2 a, b) GeIV–Ent 2 b and c) TiIV–Ent 2 c
(probability level of displacement ellipsoids 50 %), d) overlay of the calculated structures of SiIV–Ent (magenta), GeIV–Ent (blue), and TiIV–Ent
(green).

O2) for SiIV–Ent is 86.8(2)8, whereas the TiIV–Ent complex
has a bite angle of 78.9(2)8 caused by the larger effective
radius of TiIV. Hence short M–O distances, caused by relative small ionic radius of M, give rise to larger bite angles
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Table 1. Comparison between selected average bond lengths [] in the
structures of the SiIV–, GeIV–, VIV–, and TiIV–enterobactin complexes. For
the torsion angles the absolute values are given.
Bond

SiIV–Ent

GeIV–Ent

VIV–Ent[a]

TiIV–Ent

[b]

1.785(5)
1.771(6)
1.529(11)
1.486(11)
1.345(10)
1.467(9)

1.899(5)
1.879(5)
1.523(11)
1.521(11)
1.333(9)
1.449(9)

1.946(3)
1.939(3)
1.537
1.498
1.341
1.457

1.983(6)
1.954(6)
1.518(13)
1.515(12)
1.317(10)
1.452(10)

M –O1
M[b]–O2
C8–C9
C8–C10
O5–C9
O5–C10

[a] Data as published by Raymond et al.[3] [b] M = Si, Ge, V, Ti.

Table 2. Comparison between selected average bond angles [8] in the
structures of the SiIV–, GeIV–, VIV–, and TiIV–enterobactin complexes. For
the torsion angles the absolute values are given.
Angle

SiIV–Ent

GeIV–Ent

VIV–Ent[a]

TiIV–Ent

O1-M[b]-O2
M[b]-O1-C1
M[b]-O2-C2
C9-C8-C10-O5
C10-O5-C9-C8
C8-N1-C7-O3

86.8(2)
113.0(4)
113.7(5)
66.4(8)
175.2(7)
13.6(12)

85.5(2)
111.2(4)
111.6(5)
66.7(8)
179.4(7)
11.1(13)

79.8(1)
116.3(3)
115.6(3)
67.0
175.9
4.0

78.9(2)
116.0(5)
116.9(5)
65.1(10)
176.1(7)
3.7(13)

[a] Data as published by Raymond et al.[3] [b] M = Si, Ge, V, Ti.

(Table 2). The dihedral angle of the amide bond which
should be close to 08 is 13.6(12)8 in the SiIV–Ent and 3.7(13)
in TiIV–Ent (Table 2). The effective ionic radius of TiIV is the
closest to the ionic radius of FeIII (0.65 ) and therefore the
structure of TiIV–Ent is expected to best approximate the
structure of the FeIII–Ent. Taking into account these observations it could be expected that the C8-N1-C7-O3 angle
would be closer to 08 in FeIII–Ent.
Previous experimental studies on ferric binding by enterobactin and its analogues, demonstrated that substitution of
the macrolactone ring for platforms with different flexibility
affects the binding affinity of the ligand due to steric constrains.[16a–d] In addition, molecular mechanics studies comparing FeIII binding by different (synthetic) enterobactin analogues[16f] showed that the structural distortion that is
caused upon binding a metal to enterobactin can be separated into two components: i) the amount of distortion imposed on the ligand characterized by the change of the triseryl-backbone structure from its equilibrium geometry and
ii) the amount of distortion in the immediate coordination
sphere of the metal enforced by the structural rigidity of
Ent.[16] The latter is interesting, as it quantifies the effect of
tethering three catechol ligands within the Ent structure and
can be assessed by comparing the geometry of the catechols
around the metal in the M–Ent complex with the geometry
the metal would adopt if they were not restrained by a backbone, that is, a metal bound to three free catechol ligands.
The most favorable M–Ent complex should have 1) a minimal distortion of the backbone and 2) minimal deviation
from the preferred coordination geometry specific to the
metal.
To quantify these trends, we used our quantum-chemically
calculated structures to first determine the root mean
square deviation (RMSD) between the various metal-bound
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structures. The distortion of the backbone is directly proportional to the radius of the metal ion following the trend Si <
Ge < Ti (Table 3). The distortion in the backbone is most
severe for the TiIV–Ent complex with the RMSDACHTUNGRE(backbone)
Table 3. Comparison of the structural distortions imposed on binding Si,
Ge, and Ti to enterobactin.
Complex

RMSDACHTUNGRE(cavity) []

RMSDACHTUNGRE(backbone) []

ACHTUNGRE[Si–Ent]
ACHTUNGRE[Ge–Ent]2
ACHTUNGRE[Ti–Ent]2

0.177
0.253
5.84  10

0.275
0.299
0.324

2

5

being 0.324 . Interestingly, the binding cavity structure for
TiIV is closest to what it would prefer when bound to three
free catechol ligands with the RMSDACHTUNGRE(cavity) being practically zero (5.84  10 5 ). In contrast, the binding geometry
that Ent offers to GeIV is the least favorable in the series
with an RMSDACHTUNGRE(cavity) of 0.253  (Table 3). The RMSD for
the binding cavity of Si is smaller than for Ge, which is easy
to understand: As Si O bonds are stronger than Ge O
bonds, Si should be more effective in enforcing a binding
cavity geometry that is structurally closer to what it prefers
if the catecholates were not restrained by the backbone.
These results are supported by a comparison of the crystal
structures of SiIVACHTUNGRE(cat)3[17] and TiIVACHTUNGRE(cat)3[18] with SiIV–Ent and
TiIV–Ent, respectively. The values of the bite angles and the
average M–O distances in TiIVACHTUNGRE(cat)3 and TiIV–Ent are closer
compared to the corresponding parameters for SiIVACHTUNGRE(cat)3 and
SiIV–Ent (Table 4). In summary, distortions in the backbone
Table 4. Comparison between average M O bond lengths [] and bite
angles [8] in the structures of MACHTUNGRE(cat)3[17a, 18] and M–Ent.
Parameter
[a]

M -O
O-M[a]-O

SiIV (cat)3[b]

SiIV–Ent

D

TiIVACHTUNGRE(cat)3[c]

TiIV–Ent

D

1.784(3)
88.6ACHTUNGRE(0.2)

1.778(6)
86.8(2)

0.006
1.8

1.966(27)
80.3(2)

1.968(6)
78.9(2)

0.002
1.4

[a] M = Si, Ti. [b] Data as published by Boer et al.[17a] [c] Data as published by Raymond et al.[18]

of enterobactin caused by metal-binding are small and are
only slightly affected by the type of cation that is bound. In
general, smaller ions give less distortion. The main energetic
contribution to complex formation originates from the capability of enterobactin to provide a coordination geometry of
the catechol ligands around the metal that maximizes the
electronic M–O interactions, which is also dependent on the
ability of the metal to enforce such a binding cavity.
Figure 3 summarizes the quantum-chemically calculated
energies for the metal-binding process. Our calculations indicate that electronically,[19] TiIV binding is 72 and 156 kcal
mol 1 more favorable than SiIV and GeIV, respectively (Figure 3 a).[20] These energies are in good agreement with the
expectation that the octahedral, six-coordinate binding site
in Ent is most suited to bind transition metals that can utilize d-orbitals in addition to the s and p orbitals to form M–
O s bonds. Between the main group metals, Si will from
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Figure 3. Qualitative picture of the reaction profile for formation of M–
Ent complexes. SiIV–Ent gives the smallest DGACHTUNGRE(Sol) [kcal mol 1] in
DMSO.

stronger bonds, as SiIV is a harder Lewis acid than GeIV
making it a better binding partner for the relatively hard Obased Lewis bases. To understand the metal-binding experiments mentioned above, we must consider that the metal
ions initially exist as complexes of MACHTUNGRE(OMe)4.[21] Thus, the
experimental observations depend not only on the M–Ent
binding, but also on the M–OMe bond cleavage (Figure 3 b).
The M–O binding preference of SiIV over GeIV is even more
pronounced in the methoxy complex with an electronic
binding energy difference of 102 kcal mol 1. As a consequence, the overall gain in solution phase free energy DGACHTUNGRE(sol) for the reaction is smaller for SiIV than for GeIV (Figure 3 c). The favorable binding energy for SiIV on the reactant side (Figure 3 b) also explains the slow kinetics observed in the experiment, since it will be harder to break
the Si O bonds in SiACHTUNGRE(OMe)4 compared to the Ge O bonds
in GeACHTUNGRE(OMe)4.
To experimentally estimate the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of compounds 2 a–c compared to the VIV–,
GaIII–, and FeIII–Ent complexes, they were prepared as triethylammonium salts and their formation was controlled by
ESI-MS and CD spectroscopy (see the Supporting Information). 15N-labeled enterobactin-probe 11 was synthesized
from 15N-labeled serine 6 in six steps (Scheme 2) and subjected to an exchange reaction with M–Ent complexes (M =
Si, Ge, Ti, V, Fe, Ga) monitored by ESI-MS (see the Supporting Information). Stoichiometric amounts of the labeled
ligand were incubated with the M–Ent complexes for 24 h in
methanolic and aqueous solutions. FeIII– and GaIII–Ent are
labile with respect to Ent exchange in both aqueous and
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methanolic solutions and formation of 15N-labeled Ent complexes is observed. In contrast, no exchange is detected for
the SiIV–, GeIV–, TiIV–, and VIV–Ent complexes. These results
are in agreement with the previously stated kinetic lability
of Fe–siderophore complexes due to the high-spin d5 configuration of the ferric ion, which places electrons in M–L antibonding orbitals that assist M–L bond cleavage reactions.[22]
It is therefore not surprising that crystallization of Ent complexes has been achieved only with the elements, which
form kinetically inert complexes.
To assess whether or not M–binding is reversible, the
above mentioned M–Ent complexes (M = Si, Ge, Ti, V, Fe,
Ga) were each treated with SiACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, GeACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, TiACHTUNGRE(OiPr)4, and FeACHTUNGRE(acac)3 solutions and incubated for 24 h at
room temperature (see the Supporting Information). Similarly to our previous observations for SiIV–Ent and SiIV–
Sal,[5] all six complexes were stable in aqueous solution and
no exchange of the bound metal could be detected, suggesting that the M–Ent binding is irreversible under normal conditions. However, the FeIII– and GaIII–Ent complexes could
be converted into the corresponding GeIV– and TiIV–Ent
complexes upon treatment with GeACHTUNGRE(OMe)4 and TiACHTUNGRE(OiPr)4 in
MeOH. Moreover the conversion of the FeIII–Ent into TiIV–
Ent could be monitored by time-dependent CD spectroscopy (Figure 4). This remarkable observation can be understood considering that the electrostatic interaction of FeIII
and GaIII with the polyanionic ligand is much smaller than
for GeIV and TiIV. Replacement of the 3 + metals with the
4 + metals is irreversible and neither FeIII nor GaIII are able
to displace GeIV or TiIV. As the solvation energy differences
between the 3 + and 4 + cations are expected to be less pronounced in the lower dielectric medium, it is understandable
that these metal-exchange reactions are seen in methanol,
but not in water.

Conclusion
The characterization of the SiIV–, GeIV–, and TiIV–Ent complexes presented herein facilitates comparative studies of
Ent complexes with different metals. Our studies give insights into structural changes of Ent upon binding of metals
that have different ionic radii. The kinetic inertness and the
thermodynamic stability of the M–Ent (M = Si, Ge, Ti) complexes were tested by competition experiments. Quantumchemical analysis of the M–Ent (M = Si, Ge, Ti) complexes
showed that the formation of SiIV–Ent is least favorable because of the high stability of the reactant, SiACHTUNGRE(OMe)4, which
makes the overall gain in energy for binding to enterobactin
the smallest for SiIV. The slow reaction kinetics of SiIV–Ent is
a result of the strong Si O bonds present in the reactant
complex, the lack of electrons in M–L antibonding orbitals
and the 4 + charge compared to the natural binding partner
FeIII. These properties make SiIV–Ent an excellent model to
study the binding mechanism of metals by enterobactin,
which is subject to our ongoing studies, as well as an interesting example of a stable hexacoordinate silicon complex.
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